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he' study concerned'e4 conc_epts.held'by 16 second graft, 17 fourth
. .

grade, and 17 sixth g;ade children. A paired comparisons Socipiret:ric

procedure was used to obtain children's ded6riptiops their classmates

in .areas of readings mathematics, d swinge Wand an athletic skill
.

:

trunning)v,and also to. measure child en's liking for classmates.

Independent measures of each child's actual skills'\or characteristics'
,

,.

were alsottlbtained: reading and mAthematids achiever ent test scores, a
. ., 1..

measure of running peed, ratings -8f drawing ability aA
.,

, . .

popularity. Analyses indicated little differentiation\of ability

attributes' by either.the second or fourtIrgraders. Sixth graders-, on
.

1

the other hand, sliewedidiaviding ability and mathematics skill as quite
'

. 1
. .

....

- .

separate from other attributesk thus demonstrating partial
. , ......_

differentiation of ability attributes. Acturacy, of 'the. children's
... .

choices relative to the objective meaSures showed increasin accuracy

from second to fourth grade in judging readinggskill, 'mihematics

..Ability, and running speed; decreased ability over arade in judging
-,

drawing ability; and moderate, coirespondenc at younger levels,
4 t,

increasing through the sixth grade, between t Ihchers' ,rankings of
-....._ st,

popularity and
A
children's liking for peers. Findings thus indicate both

the incxeasinglyg,04ferentiated concepts of peeis' abilities during the

elementary' school yea s' and the limitations on (concept differentiation.;

resulting from chang s in the salienc*of ability attributes over thebe

years.
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According to Shantz
used, to characteriZe age

notes that the younger

person both good.and.bad

(1983), the Concept of differentiation can be.
.

relatedimproverents in person perceptidn.
\4'

4
=child tends ndt tt5) differentiate within the

qualitiets, contra'ictory tendencies, and the
like. It appears that tlifferentiations begin to occur and stabilize

'durinsg middle childhood, although predominant use of the method of free
description to gather data May be resporisible fdr some of the

1'
similarities shown in different studies. Most investigations have

. ti

employed methods that ;require considerable verbal competence from
research participants. Recently, Moely, Lockman, Trejos, and H

(1985) adapated paired comparisons sociometric procedure toy

investigate the development of children's concepts of their classmates.
in an initial study, they demonstrated 'thatpreschoolers have little
awareness of their classmates' cognitive or behavioral characteristics.
When askbd to select' classmates who are helpful to the teacher,
Competent with numbers, quiet, or likeakYle, preschoolers show little
differentiation, selecting for each attribute children who were

, described by claEisroom teacheias popular in the(classroom. Even at

the second grade level, children often failed to differentiate peer

,attributes, showing similar choices when asked to identify children who
7

are liked, who become angry, who are competent in mathematics, and who
L

are fast runners. Finally, in a sample of fourth grade children, both
differentiation arid accuracy relative to objective criteria were

demonstrated, The present study was an extension of this work. Here,

we were interested in a 'narrower domain of attributes,' focusing on -ihose
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concerned specifically With various abilities that children may

demonstrate in a- school setting. The attributes assessed were

Competence in reading, competence in mathematics, drawing and'

running speed, as well as the extent to whidh each child was liked by
0 .

.the respondent. Comparisons tif'children at
.
second, fourth, andrsixth

grade levels were -wader' in order to describe the development. of

differentiated and accurate peer concepts within the ability domain.

Children's' peer concepts were assessed using a paired comparisons

. picture sociometric procedure. A total of JO children (5 boys and 11

girls from a- second- grade classroom, 9 boys and 8 girls from a fourth-
:

I

grade classroom, and 9 boys and 8 girls from a sixth grade classroom)

participated in six individual sessions. One attribute question, was

given in each session, while the final session was used to assess
Or,

re,lioebility of responses on silted items from each of the six
4

questions. Reliability (proportion of all choices that were the same

upo% retest) across all questions was' .66 for second graders (ranging

from .64 to .68 for individual questions), .76 for fourth graders (.72

to .82), and .72 for sixth graders (.70 to .75 for individual

questions). These values correspond* well witll those reported in

previoUs research using this method.

After children's individual choices. had been obtained, objective

.1 measures 4 each of the ability attributes were made, 'so that the

accuracy of children's concepts could be' assessed. Reading and

mathematics abilities were indexed by children's total scores for the

f



eeading and mathematics .sections at the Comprehensive Tests of Basic

Skills. 'Running speed was measured as each child ran a fixed distance.

Classroom teachers, were asked to rank .ec}i child according to.l) skill

'in drawing," and 2) popularity with..other chiyren.sTwo fourth grade

teachers agreed well in their qvaluAtionts of chil*drees popularity

(correlation .72, :.001), while three sixth grade teachers also

agreed onk popularity of children in theiT classroom to a significant

extent (corre,laons ranged from .50 to .70, all ri's less than -.05) .

4

Raii11.11.1

an.

At each grade, children's choices for each ability were correlettdd

with those made for each other ability questioned. examining .the

objective measures, it was found that several of4the abilities were

moderately Correlated with each other. For this reason, partial
ay

correlations were used, to allow us to determine the extent to which the

childrehla judgments of the various abilities were related, when the

influence of actual- relationships be the abilities was control led.

Thus, for example, when examining the degree to which the children

viewed classmates who were seen as, proficient in math as _also being

prchiCient in reading, the actual correlation between achievement in

reading ang math was held Constant statistically.

Both second and fo5rth graders showed high intercorrelations of

responses to all questions (Table 1). For example, children viewed as

good at drawing were also'viewed as good in both math and readihg and

as fast runners, and also, were well liked by their classmates. These

findings suggest little differentiation of concepts of classmates'

4 6
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abilities at these two grade levels. By -sixth grad6,there are fewer

significant Entercortelations. Sixth graders differentiate clearly

betweeh drawing skill and other attributes and are beginning to

differentiate mat skill from other attributes.

Accu;acy of children's- concepts Was assessed bk,cot&ring choicis

_with objective measures obtained for each grade Level (Table 2). At

second grade, .children's choices off' liked peers correspond Lo the

teacher'A choices of,popular.4ildran (correlation = .50, g 05). The

children AISO.-show some agreement with the teacher's evaluation-of the

children'S drawing, skills?' Iiidwevers.
4-
fos mats. reading t. and runni,ng,

.
i .

.second graders are not at ail. accUrate id-. their evaluations- of
. .

r- :-.-

classmates' abilities. Fouch gtadeis Shoived agreement :.with the teacher -,

fog. popular-children (correlation .56, 2 < .05). They were also

, accurate in. j4dging running speed of their classmates (correlation

.74, < .01). There was also an increase over 'second grade in ability

to judge math and reaiing skills, and a decease in agreement with

teacher evaluatiOnsof drawing ability. Sixthgraders iwpfe_.in 'strong

agreement with teachers on popularity, (correlatiOn = .80, < 401),

but on several other attributes (running speed and drawing), they were

less accurate than the younger groups.', Accuracy of judgments of reading

and math skill remained 4airly constant from fourth to sixth'grade.

Conclusions

1.) Children show increasing differentiation in concepts of peers'

'abilities over the elementary school years.



2.) Accuracy in evaluating-classmates" abilities increase-ase-s from.. .: ,. . Oa \second to ,fourth grade: beyond tat level, children's varied eXperiences..
in the classroom may make it difficult for them to evaluate cettain peer
attribiFtes (e.g., drawing ekill). 4:

4'3.) Differentiation of attributes within-4the ability dCwain'i
, appears' to be a later and more gradua'l developmenetlhan is
diiferentiation according to attribates from several different domains,
studied in previous research.

t
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Table 1

iZhi Coi:XtlAti2a1 g Choices for B4ch Ability OuegtiQa 12.,Y

Child= 3Il is ix. And fi.

Grade 2 II z Al
Reads Math, 81141 Draws

Likes . .65* /. .5.1* .85*** .75***

Reads- .89*** .82** AP
. 7 2**

Math , ,,t
.

.55* .73**
$

Runs f 4 4t 9

Likes

Reads

Math

Runs

Likes

Reads

Math

Runs

.84***

.64**

arida j .113,

.78*** .74*** .84***

.89*** .80*** .93***

.87***

.84***

k SA 11Z1

.58*

.90***

.63** .38

.63** - .12

.49 .26

.71

7

< .05

41*Ii< .01

***1?_< :001

O
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'Tab14 2

'Relationships between, Childreta Cboices aad Independent Assessments

,

gal Qr. Clurzate,4iatica.

2

Grade

4

"Les Question rt

with Teacher Ranking .50* .56* .80***

"Read" Question
with Reading Achievement :go .31 .30

"Math" QUIstion
with Ath Achievement .04 - .41 .42

"Runs' Queatioa-,
with Runnihg Speed -.07 .74**

"Draws" Question
with Teacher Ranking .39 .10 -.08 'v

*2 < 45

* < .01

***p. < .001
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